IoT security solutions
complement existing
technologies to give
providers a powerful
new tool

Security providers turn to IoT solutions to improve the
effectiveness of their existing services.
Plug-and-play technology pairs with current security systems
to enhance capabilities.
Powered by Sigfox’s global network, IoT security solutions
aren’t susceptible to GSM jammers.
Built-in firewall makes devices highly resistant to hackers.
Outdoor capabilities extend the reach of traditional systems.
With simple monitoring techniques, IoT security solutions can
even be used to increase security guard accountability.

If you are in the security industry, you know this to be true:
customers entrust your company with much more than just their
possessions. They entrust you with their homes, their businesses,
the safety of their families and the security of their livelihoods.
To maintain this trust, security companies must provide reliable,
consistent protection. But this can be difficult. GSM jammers and
other blocking devices threaten the integrity of security systems.
Companies that offer manned guard services consistently struggle
to maintain security guard accountability. Increasingly, providers
are turning to the next generation of intelligent security solutions
to improve the effectiveness of their existing services.
Powered by Sigfox’s global IoT network, intelligent security
solutions use groundbreaking technology to outsmart GSM
jammers, hold security guards accountable and increase the
reliability of alarm systems. Instead of competing with traditional
systems, these smart devices complement existing platforms and
provide a cost-effective, scalable way for providers to remain
reliable and competitive in today’s complex security landscape.

With traditional systems, security
providers struggle to provide
reliable, consistent protection
These days, it seems like for every security
solution on the market, there is a crafty thief
who’s come up with a way to outsmart it. With
just a few hundred dollars and the push of a
button, criminals easily block GSM, 4G and WiFi
signals, rendering traditional alarm systems
useless. If thieves don’t opt for a signal jammer,
they can usually disable security devices onsite
with relative ease. And of course, skilled hackers
compromise security systems from halfway
around the world.

But even when security patches are available,
they are often prohibitively expensive,
especially for mid-sized companies. This leaves
traditional alarms vulnerable and gives security
customers reason to doubt the effectiveness
of their systems. Looking for a way to increase
the reliability of their services without investing
in expensive upgrades, security providers
are installing intelligent security solutions in
tandem with their existing products to create
a comprehensive—and highly tamper proof—
security system.
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Unlike traditional wireless platforms, intelligent
security solutions don’t rely on highly vulnerable
WiFi or 4G networks. Instead, the devices connect
to Sigfox’s unique network dedicated entirely to
the internet of Things (IoT). This secure, global
network is not susceptible to GSM jammers.
It is also highly resistant to hackers and other
interferences.

Intelligent devices like SecureTrackSense,
developed by Australian company ATF Vision, have
all been rigorously tested. These devices employ
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a series of advanced safeguards, including a builtin tamper switch that triggers an alarm if the rear
cover has been removed. Similarly, anti-masking
sensors alert if thieves cover a device’s lens.
Because they don’t rely on Wifi, these devices use
very little power and run on four AA batteries for
an entire year. This makes them an ideal backup
system should thieves cut power to a building.
Going one step further, shock notification detects
if an intact device has been moved even a fraction
from its original location. A durable, IP65 rated
enclosure means the devices are dust tight and
can withstand water force from a hose.

Unique anti-Jamming capabilities
Signals are transmitted using Ultra-Narrow Band
modulation, making them far less susceptible
to “noise” from GSM jammers and other
interferences.
Unlike cellular networks, the Sigfox network
doesn’t restrict a message to a single, designated
tower. Instead, a message can be received by
any nearby Sigfox base station. Each message
is received by an average of three stations.
This helps ensure that messages are always
successfully transmitted

A built-in firewall
Although devices using the Sigfox network are
IoT objects, they aren’t directly connected to the
internet and don’t communicate using internet
protocol. In fact, devices aren’t connected to any
network or base station.
Because of this built-in firewall, devices never
have the chance to send data to unknown
entities on the Internet.
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Providers pair IoT solutions with
existing products for a full-service
package
Plug-and-play technology integrates
easily with current systems
If introducing a new device into an already
existing security system sounds like a headache,
it doesn’t have to be. The protocol for intelligent
security solutions works in a mono-directional
way, meaning each device is autonomous
and doesn’t require any complex pairing or
configuration.
Security companies often integrate intelligent
security solutions into their existing systems by
simply placing one or more intelligent devices
at key locations on a secured property. Each
device’s PIR lens has a range of 10-15 meters
with a 140-degree coverage angle. A company’s

existing system still provides the primary means
of security, with the intelligent security solution
acting as a secondary source of protection.
The alert systems for intelligent security devices
are cloud-based and customizable, giving security
providers control over where, and how, alerts
are delivered. A user-friendly app delivers alerts
via smartphone or email, and the app can be
configured for multiple users. Some companies
choose to handle these alerts entirely in-house,
while others give individual customers access to
the alert app. Multiple devices can be connected
to a single account and accessed from one app
dashboard. This feature, combined with remote
activation and deactivation capabilities, makes it
easy for a company to manage devices across its
entire customer portfolio.

Security provider upgrades entire
system at an affordable price point
No other product on the market today offers the
same level of durability, security and reliability
at an affordable price point. Instead of investing
millions of dollars to upgrade their systems,
many mid-sized companies choose to operate
intelligent security solutions alongside their
existing systems at a fraction of the cost.
One intelligent device costs just 0.50 USD
per day to operate. Compared to a multimillion-dollar upgrade, a company can invest in
intelligent security solutions at an annual cost
of around $180 per customer. When it comes to
technology upgrades, that’s a powerful returnon-investment.
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Simple monitoring system increases
security guard accountability
It’s not just security alarm companies who
benefit from this new generation of advanced
technology. For companies that offer manned
services, holding securing guards accountable
is a huge problem. How can a company be sure
its guards aren’t catching a little shuteye in the
patrol booth instead of making rounds on a
property? And even if a company is confident
about the performance of its guards, that
company’s customers might have their doubts,
especially in the event of a break in.
Some manned security providers now use
intelligent security solutions to increase security
guard accountability. Local alarm functions can
be easily disabled during setup, so devices send
an alert via app or email but don’t sound an
onsite alarm. This allows a company to use their
intelligent devices as virtual checkpoints. Each
time a guard walks past a device during rounds,
it triggers a motion alert and sends an email or
app notification to a designated manager. That
manager, wanting to check on the previous
night’s activities, has only to log into his app
platform or email to see the exact times that a
guard walked past any given device. Not only
can he rest assured that his guards are making
their rounds, but he has a clear record that he
can show clients in the event of a dispute.

Outdoor capabilities extend the
reach of traditional security
solutions
As an added bonus, because intelligent
security solutions are battery powered and
not dependent on Wi-Fi, they have outdoor
capabilities that significantly enhance both
wireless alarm systems and manned guard
programs. A company that offers a wireless
security system can now extend that system to
include protection of customers’ storage sheds,
carports and even gates.

Intelligent security solution delivers
fewer false alarms
Each of these solutions is well and good, but what
about false alarms? After all, this is one of the
biggest headaches faced by security companies.
Won’t adding an additional system just double
the instance of false alarms? Not at all. This is
where intelligent security solutions really show
off their smarts. Devices are equipped with five
different sensors: motion, anti-masking, audio,
shock and heat. These sensors work together to
expertly identify human movement and screen
out other innocuous events like blowing wind. In
fact, farmers often use these devices on their land
because of their reputation for differentiating
between animal and human movements.

Likewise, intelligent security, when used wisely,
can double the effectiveness of security guards.
Instead of using intelligent security solutions to
hold security guards accountable, a company
might instead place a few devices at strategic
locations on a large property. Carrying a
smartphone along on their rounds, guards will
be alerted of any trouble that occurs across
the property and can immediately head to the
location of a security breach.
All told, the next generation of intelligent
security solutions offers providers a viable way
to boost the power of their existing systems
without the need to invest in costly upgrades.
Between their advanced safeguards, plugand-play capabilities and extended outdoor
range, these smart devices have the potential
to significantly increase the effectiveness and
expand the reach of both security systems and
manned guard programs. For a minimal cost,
companies of all sizes can upgrade their programs
and offer customers a truly comprehensive
security solution.

Discover Sigfox Ready
devices and IoT end-to-end
solutions enabled by Sigfox:
partners.sigfox.com

